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Introduction 

   I am happy to finish my service at Osaka University, Engineering Science at the end 

of March, 2013*. Since the start in 1977, I fully enjoyed various opportunities and 

suggestions provided by many people and I sincerely appreciate them. This manuscript 

is prepared firstly to thank them and secondly to encourage younger engineers and 

researchers by summarizing what I experienced during the period. 

  Figure 1 shows the growth of the electrical power in Japan from various resources. 

During 1960 to 1970, in my school days, the power consumption tripled, mainly based 

on the increase of oil consumption. After the first oil crisis in 1974, we started to shift 

from oil to other resources, nuclear, LNG, and coal. The total amount kept increasing 

until it became the maximum in 2007 just before the Lehman Shock, about 2.5 times of 

that in 1977. So my service was during the steady growth of power with the shift of the 

resources, ending up with the shift from the period of growth to sustainment, followed 

perhaps by the re-arrangement of the resources. 

*The retirement age at Osaka University was 63 but now is 64, being extended towards 65 in 

accordance with the start of pension. 

 

Fig.1 Electrical power consumption from various resources, from 

http://www.enecho.meti.go.jp/faq/electric/q1.htm 
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Early Days 

  After finishing the Master Course at the Engineering Division of Osaka University in 

1973, I joined Osaka Gas Company as an engineer for the development of industrial 

facilities using city gas. At that time city gas was scheduled to switch from coal gas to 

natural gas. At the same time, energy savings and anti-air pollution became a must in 

engineering, after a rapid economic growth in 60s as shown in Fig.1. Our task was to 

develop industrial gas burners with low NOx emission that can burn both city gas and 

natural gas. I was involved in the testing of internal recirculation burner in which the 

flue gas was re-circulated in the burner to reduce NOx. 

  At Osaka Gas Company I learned various important things as an engineer. First, 

engineering is a team work of many people with different background. We need to 

collaborate to overcome difficulties by making the best use of our abilities. We need to 

find out the best engineering solution in time. For this, we need to think day and night 

and make decision even if everything is not very clear. Good engineers will clarify the 

problem later when they have opportunities. I got many good friends there including Mr. 

Yoichi Higuchi and Mr. Noriaki Machii who provided various opportunities even after I 

left the company. Mr. Higuchi gave me opportunities in reducing noise from home 

appliances and analyzing condensation in the vent pipe of water heater. He eventually 

became a vice president and helped me in continuing their activity in the 

Turbomachinery Society of Japan (TSJ). Mr. Machii gave me an opportunity for the 

simulation of a pulse combustor. In this simulation, it was found that the oscillating 

combustion occurs when the heat release occurs in phase with the pressure fluctuation. 

However, it proved later that this criterion had been given by Lord Rayleigh!! 

In Japan, lifetime employment was adopted in major companies. In this system, most 

engineers move to management position after certain years. Since I liked engineering 

and preferred unscheduled life, I decided to go back to university for Doctoral degree. 

When I told this to my supervisor Mr. Jun Inoue, he was not opposed to my decision but 

gave me nice suggestions for education referring to “Emile” by Jean-Jacques Rousseau. 

Appropriate education should be provided at an appropriate phase to individuals so that 

their natural abilities are best shown. Education has two aspects. It enables people to 

do otherwise not possible but may narrow his view.  Recently professors in mechanical 

engineering complain that industries do not like to employ their Ph.D students. We 

should understand that this is because the flexibility of their student is lost during 

education. So, what we need is to educate students to enhance their flexibility, and not 

to squeeze them into a small “specialty”. 

 



Ph.D Study 

  After one year of enjoyable life at Osaka Gas, I returned to Osaka University as a 

Ph.D student under the supervision of Professor Susumu Murata, on the topics of 

unsteady flow analysis through cascades. He is very good at mathematics and all 

fundamental ideas were given by him. Since inviscid and incompressible analyses had 

been done during master course, we proceeded to include the effects of viscosity and 

compressibility. He developed equations at home and discussed about the results 

together with Professor Yutaka Miyake, in Miyake’s office. Prof. Murata developed 

equations further based on the discussions (actually Prof. Murata found the direction to 

proceed by himself during the “discussions”). From the discussions, I learned the 

enthusiasm in research and that we should first develop a sound physical idea of the 

problem and then describe it in equations. Prof. Kang-Rae Cho of Yonsei University, 

Korea, who got Ph.D from Prof. Murata 4-5 years before me, visited the laboratory 

periodically. Recently, Prof. Murata summarized the fundamental solutions we obtained 

in a series of review article in TSJ Journal and Prof. Cho translated it into Korean and 

published in the journal of the Korean Fluid Machinery Association which he started in 

Korea.   

 

Start of Professional Life 

  After finishing the Ph.D study, Prof. Murata kindly asked Prof. Kensaku Imaichi of 

Engineering Science, Osaka University to find my position. It was just lucky that Prof. 

Imaichi himself had a position and kindly picked me up as a Research Associate. He 

contributed in establishing the Engineering Science division from engineering side. 

Since Engineering Science focuses more in fundamentals, he tried to teach “engineering” 

in the laboratory study and design work on Diesel engines offered to undergraduate 

student. I started to conduct the performance test of a Diesel engine in undergraduate 

course. Although my Ph.D study was fluid dynamics, I needed to work on cars since I 

had second hand old cars while I was a student. So, the new job as a research associate 

was familiar to me and I enjoyed it. The test facility was making a noise suggesting that 

something is hitting. After inspections, I found that the rubber diaphragm of flexible 

coupling between the engine and the dynamometer yielded and the bolts are directly 

hitting the flange. When I told this to Prof. Imaichi, he decided to replace the engine 

with a new one. We obtained a new engine from Daihatsu Corporation with a 

transmission expecting that the clutch disc alleviates the torque fluctuation. After a 

hard work in manufacturing the frame and parts in the shop and in setting them, I 

could start it instantly by pushing the start button!!  Good time after a hard work and 



this experience gave me a confidence in practical engineering. I learned a lot from Prof. 

Imaichi, especially on practical engineering. He was always saying that any research 

should contribute to design.  

  Prof. Imaichi started the education of global engineering in Engineering Science. He 

succeeded in getting funding to build the International Hall (called Sigma Hall) and to 

invite many professors from the Unites States. I had an opportunity to take care of their 

daily life. This was very nice for me since I could realize the fact that the language is not 

a problem for communication. They spoke to me very slowly and clearly so that I could 

understand-having information to transfer is more important than language. Recently I 

had an opportunity of visiting one of the professors, Prof. Norman R. Scott at Michigan. 

He picked me up by his car although he was already 93 years old!  He showed me the 

pictures and notes while they stayed with us and explained how they enjoyed the life 

here. The last professor Prof. Carlos-Fernandez Pello from U.C. Berkeley provided me 

good suggestions for my stay at Caltech. By looking at the list of professors at Caltech, 

he suggested me not to struggle during the stay for finishing, but it is better to have a 

good time to have a good memory of the country. Then we can extend the relation long 

time even after the stay.  He also advised not to worry about my bad English with an 

episode of an actor from Spain. One day the actor was asked about his strong Spanish 

accent. Then he answered that he is not cared about it since the accent shows that he 

can speak a language other than English. 

 

Stay at Caltech 

  Professor Imaichi kindly got a scholarship from Yamada Science Foundation for my 

stay with Prof. Allan Acosta at Caltech during 1983-84. Then I started to study what are 

being done at Caltech and found that they are starting the work on rotordynamics. I 

knew that Prof. Hideo Ohashi at University of Tokyo also started to work on the same 

topic.  Since I did not like to compete with Prof. Ohashi, I started to prepare a study on 

the cavitating flow analysis in a centrifugal impeller and some work on rotating stall. 

After arriving at Caltech, I asked Prof. Acosta about possible topics of my research 

during the stay. He answered that I do not need to work since my stay is totally covered 

by the Foundation. However, he suggested that I could work on the problem of 

rotordynamics. By examining the models developed at Caltech and U. Tokyo, I found 

that Caltech was taking a simpler approach. Prof. Acosta advised me that we should 

make the problems as simple as possible. So, I decided to extend the Caltech approach. I 

worked very hard to develop fundamental equations, for which the preparation on 

rotating stall study was very useful. After me, Prof. Kunio Hitata of National Space 



Development Agency, (NASDA at this time and later merged with NAL to be the Japan 

Aerospace Exploration Agency, JAXA. Later he moved to Shizuoka University ) stayed 

with Prof. Acosta and I was contacted about the development of the fundamental 

equations. At that time E-mails were not available and FAX was just starting to be used. 

So, I discussed with him at Caltech using the FAX available only in dean’s office. After 

finishing the development of the equations, I decided to carry out numerical 

calculations after returning to Japan, taking the suggestion of Prof. Fernandez Pello.   

  At Caltech, I got acquainted with many people also from Japan. The first was Dr. 

Hitoshi Yamada from National Aerospace Laboratory (NAL) who was just leaving after 

the stay with Prof. Acosta. We bought utensils and a car from him and rented the 

apartment he stayed. This was very helpful since our daughters were still very young.  

The second was Prof. Okitsugu Furuya who got his Ph.D from Prof. Acosta and was 

working for a consulting company in Pasadena. He allowed us to stay in his house while 

they stayed in Japan during new year days. Eventually he established the Global 

Engineering Division of Kogakuin University with Prof. Ohashi and offered three 

opportunities (positions) to our colleagues in our division; two of them are now full 

professors there. The third was Prof. Ohashi – I knew him since he was always ahead of 

me in my research. I would not have the nice opportunity of spending time with him if I 

was not at Caltech. The fourth was Prof. Kenjiro Kamijo, the supervisor of Dr. Yamada. 

Prof. Furuya introduced me to him at his home. 

  Professor Christopher Brennen was working with Prof. Acosta in various topics 

including the rotordynamics and I took his course on two phase flows. His class was 

very popular to the students since he was very enthusiastic with his wishes to transfer 

all of his experiences to the students. Summarizing his lecture notes, he later published 

three books: “Hydrodynamics of Pumps”, “Cavitation and Bubble Dynamics”, and 

“Fundamentals of Multiphase Flow”. I translated the first into Japanese and published 

from Osaka University Press (It is now sold out). 

I often visited the office of Prof. Milton Plesset and Prof. Theodore Y. Wu. They were 

sharing a secretary, Ms. Helen Burrus. She often gave me huge lemons from her garden. 

Mrs. Plesset, Isabel, wrote a book “Noguchi and his Patrons” on an ambitious Japanese 

medical doctor Hideyo Noguchi who stayed at her father’s hospital for some time. She 

was fighting against cancer and we visited them at San Marino to encourage her on a 

Halloween day with our daughters dressed in witch costume made from plastic garbage 

bags. Prof. Plesset was serving as the chairman of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

(NRC, I was wondering why we only had Nuclear Safety Committee in Japan instead of 

NRC) and visiting Washington DC periodically for the meeting of NRC. I had an 



opportunity of driving him to the L.A. airport with his Corvette. Prof. Wu kindly came to 

the Athenaeum to have breakfast with me, even when he had some schedule on the day, 

when I visited Prof. Acosta long time after I left Caltech. 

  Prof. Luca d’Agostino of University of Pisa was a Ph.D student at that time. Dr. 

Timothy O’Herrn of Sandia National Laboratory, who is very active in ASME, was also a 

student. I was introduced to Prof. Joseph Katz of Johns Hopkins University by Prof. 

Acosta although he already had left Caltech. Prof. Acosta and Prof. Brennen introduced 

me to many of their students before and after my stay. Prof. Brennen called me as an 

“honorary student” in his recent mail to our common friend Prof. Shengcai Li at 

University of Warwick. 

  I am proud that I am still keeping the California Driver’s License which I first got 

after failing both in written and driving tests in 1983, by renewing several times. Just 

before the first renewal, I visited Prof. Parkin at Morro Bay where they moved from 

Pennsylvania after retirement. They recommended to study a booklet from DMV on 

which they worked in getting the Californian license. Then I could renew it in the first 

trial, although with the lowest allowable test result. 

 

After Caltech   

  Soon after returning from Caltech, Prof. Imaichi retired from the university to run his 

father’s company. So, I was requested to find my way myself and concentrated in 

developing the study started at Caltech.  

First, I carried out numerical calculations of the rotordynamic problems. Although 

general trends are nicely simulated by the model, the two-dimensional calculations 

failed to predict the results with three-dimensional impeller quantitatively. Then, they 

kindly carried out tests with a two-dimensional impeller at Caltech, resulting in nice 

quantitative agreements with my results. Encouraged with this, the theoretical model 

was extended to the cases with vaneless and vaned diffusers. The simplified theory 

allowed to take account of the effects of rotating stalls in the impeller, vaned and 

vaneless diffuser, and for the coupled cases. In order to validate the results of 

theoretical model, I attempted to carry out experiments. For the measurements of 

rotordynamic forces, it is required to have sophisticated facilities such as at Caltech and 

University of Tokyo. However, for the determination of stability, it is only necessary to 

give a static displacement on the shaft. So, I decided to use a compressor for a vacuum 

cleaner. I made vaned diffusers by hand using acrylic resin. The accuracy was confirmed 

by checking if each blade stalls simultaneously. At that time no FFT was available and I 

borrowed a correlator from my colleague for the determination of the frequency and the 



number of rotating stall cells. The analysis of cavitation in a centrifugal impeller, which 

was prepared before the visit to Caltech, was also carried out. 

Around this time, Professor Kazuyoshi Yamamoto of Ebara Corporation (Later, he 

moved to Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology) visited me and showed 

me an interesting high speed film of backflow vortex cavitation. He was concerned that 

the number of people in universities working on turbomachinery was decreasing and 

encouraged me to keep working in the field. In addition, he offered to give me anything I 

need for research. So, I asked him to give me a FFT analyzer which can display the 

spectrum on time. It became inevitable facility for the measurements of unsteady 

phenomena treated continuously in the laboratory. It was long after his visit when we 

studied the dynamics of backflow vortex cavitation. This resulted in one Ph.D. Around 

this time I became somewhat confident that “engineering science” is possible also in real 

engineering. 

When Prof. Ohashi retired from University of Tokyo in 1992, he kindly gave me his 

test facility for the measurements of rotordynamic forces and moments (We recently 

named it “OTWhirl” to be transferred to the next generation.), since his successor Prof. 

Yoichiro Matsumoto focused on more fundamentals such as bubble dynamics and bubbly 

flow modeling. SNECMA sent two students for the measurements of rotordynamic 

forces on their turbopumps for next generation ARIANE rockets. It was also used to 

measure the rotordynamic forces on a blood pump driven by a magnetic coupling, under 

the cooperation with Dr. Tomonori Tsukiya of National Cardiovascular Disease 

Research Center. Prof. Zhenyue Ma of Dalien Institute of Technology sent a Ph.D 

student to us on a program of Chinese government. The topic should be a vibration 

problem of hydroturbines and I consulted a book edited by Prof. Ohashi. There I found 

an interesting problem in which the rotordynamic moment on the back shroud a 

hydraulic turbine runner can cause whirl instabilities. This was confirmed by Prof. 

Ohashi’s test facility and eventually found that the results can explain the vibrations of 

hydroturbines and pumps reported in 1967 and 1976. Professor Dara Childs of Texas 

A&M University and Prof. Osami Matsushita of National Defense Academy of Japan 

kindly checked the stability analysis by using more general development using matrix 

formulations. Two Ph.D students got their degree using the facility. 

After a conference at Texas, I asked Prof. Ohashi how he finds pioneering topics for 

research. He advised just to concentrate in what we are interested, without thinking 

anything else. This encouraged me a lot and followed his suggestions. Prof.Ohashi 

advised also that we need to study in depth so that we can explain our understanding 

also to non-specialists. 



 

Cavitation Instabilities 

  In 1990, I was appointed a visiting researcher at NAL by Prof. Kamijo (Later he 

moved to Tohoku University). The mission was to explain the rotating cavitation in 

rocket turbopump inducer which rotates faster than the impeller. He could suppress it 

in the Oxigen turbopump he developed for HII rocket, but he believed that it is not the 

final solution of the problem unless he knows why it occurred. It was one year after the 

appointment as a full professor and I was involved in finding jobs for students. I started 

to work on the problem after the duty has been finished in summer. I called Prof. 

Kamijo every day to ask all what he observed. It was somewhat similar to rotating stall 

in which the stalled region rotates slower than impeller and the flow structure should 

be quietly the same as that around the whirling rotor and rotating stall. The simpler 

approach developed for the rotordynamic problems were very useful since it can be 

extended to various cases with rotating stall and rotating cavitation. The only thing we 

need was to take account of the effect of cavitation in the one-dimensional analysis. The 

method was easily found by studying the works of Prof. Acosta and Prof. Brennen. It is 

to assume that the cavity volume is a function of inlet pressure and incidence angle and 

the effect of cavitation is taken into account in the continuity equation as a mass flow 

gain factor and a cavitation compliance. With this analysis, the relationship among 

surge, rotating stall, cavitation surge, and rotating cavitation could be made clear. To 

clarify the effects of unsteadiness on these parameters, Prof. Furuya’s work was 

extended. What was interesting in this work was that the values of these parameters 

are a function of only steady cavity length and frequency, independent on the individual 

values of the incidence angle and the cavitation number. 

  Although the one dimensional model could predict a rotating cavitation mode rotating 

faster than the rotor, it also predicted a mode rotating in the opposite direction as the 

rotor, which was found later in the experiments at NAL. In order to study the stability 

of cavitation flow in a cascade, a two dimensional stability analysis was carried out by 

using a singularity method. This method rigorously showed that cavitation instabilities 

depend only on the steady cavity length or a parameter cavitation number divided by 

the incidence angle. This shows that the instability can be avoided by reducing the 

incidence angle.  

Based on the two dimensional stability analysis, various modes of cavitation 

instability can occur when the cavity length exceeds about 65% of the blade spacing for 

the cascades with the solidity larger than 1.5. This is because the flow near the cavity 

trailing edge is tilted towards the blade surface and reduces the incidence angle to the 



next blade when the cavity trailing edge gets closer to the leading edge of the next 

blade.  

 Although this result agrees with experiments when applied to the flow near the tip, 

the cavity in real machines is by no means two-dimensional, with significant tip leakage 

and backflow cavitations. So, three dimensional numerical calculations with a bubbly 

flow model were carried out. The flow penetrates into tip cavity and the explanation for 

the two-dimensional blade surface cavity is not applicable. Then the flow disturbance by 

the cavity was calculated by subtracting the non-cavitating flow vector from cavitating 

ones. It was found that a source like flow appears near the cavity leading edge and a 

sink like flow near the cavity trailing edge, caused by the growth and the collapse of 

cavitation bubbles. It was demonstrated that the sink like flow towards the cavity 

trailing edge reduces the incidence angle to the next blade and the cavity length on it. 

This explains the process of the propagation of the rotating cavitation in the direction of 

impeller rotation. This suggests that cavitation instabilities can be avoided by avoiding 

the interaction of tip cavity with the leading edge of the next blade. This was proved by 

experiments by designing inducers with smaller nominal incidence angles. Discussions 

with Dr. Chunill Hah at NASA resulted in the use of a circumferential groove on the 

casing for avoiding the interaction and hence cavitation instabilities by trapping the tip 

cavities in the groove. 

At an early stage of rotating cavitation study, Ebara Corporation kindly donated the 

test facility once used by Prof. Yamamoto. They kindly agreed to increase the size of the 

pipe from 100mm to 150mm since it was thought that the instability is very sensitive to 

the tip clearance, judged from the pioneering study by Prof. Acosta. It has been used to 

test not only for the tests of Japanese inducers but also used for the joint studies with 

SNECMA of France and Rocketdyne of the United States. Professor Yutaka Kawata of 

MHI (later he moved to Osaka Institute of Technology and is now serving as a dean) 

kindly arranged so that we can use his exciter for the measurements of unsteady 

characteristics of pumps. The measurements are very difficult and we are still working 

on it. 

 

Supersonic Flow Instabilities 

  In a design review conference of NASDA for the turbopumps for HIIA rocket, I 

learned that the program is delayed by a problem in the rocket nozzle. During the 

startup transient of a ground test vehicle engine firing test, the gimbal (a device that 

allows the rotation of the engine) supporting the engine was destroyed due to a large 

side thrust on the nozzle during start up. So, we started a (flat) two-dimensional 



unsteady CFD and small scale tests in parallel with the examination of the data of the 

real test. At nearly the same time, Dr. Fumio Inada of the Central Research Institute of 

Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI) introduced us an interesting flow induced vibration 

problem in steam control valves for nuclear power plants. In the start up and shut down 

transients of rocket nozzles, there exists a certain period when the shock stays in the 

nozzle. Then the flow downstream of the shock is subsonic and the downstream part of 

the nozzle functions effectively a diffuser. In the steam control valves, there exists a 

part between the valve head and the valve seat, where the flow area is diverging. When 

the pressure ratio is such that a shock exists at the diverging part, the subsonic flow 

downstream of the shock may become unstable due to the diffuser effect of the 

downstream part. Thus, the flow instabilities in the rocket nozzles and in the steam 

valves are quietly the same. A series of studies were carried out by sharing a small 

supersonic tunnel under the supports of CRIEPI, Tokyo Electric Power Company, JAXA 

and MHI. 

 

Hydroturbines 

  In 2006, Prof. Francois Avellan of EPFL, Switzerland kindly offered an opportunity 

to spend a month at EPFL. My duty there was to find interesting problems in the field 

of hydro power and to study it. It was found that we can do something for the problem of 

overload surge and I developed fundamental equations for the analysis. Before this, I 

was invited by Prof. Yulin Wu of Tsinghua University for a meeting in Beijing, perhaps 

recommended by Prof. Michihiro Nishi of Kyusyu Institute of Technology. Prof. Wu and 

his colleague Prof. Shuhong Liu, a student of Prof. Nishi, sent one of their students to us 

for his Ph.D study. Since hydroturbines are big issue in China, the topic on the full load 

surge was just appropriate for the student. This is the start of my research on 

hydroturbines and the cooperation with EPFL and Tsinghua University.  

Just after my stay at EPFL, we had the 23rd IAHR Symposium on Hydraulic 

Machinery and Systems at Yokohama, chaired by Prof. Kurokawa. In the Symposium, I 

sat next to Mr. Hiroshi Tanaka, the most known expert of hydroturbines retired from 

Toshiba, and asked him all questions about hydroturbines. He was very kind to answer 

all of my stupid questions as a novice in the field.   

  The study on the overload surge suggested two mechanisms of instabilities. The first 

is the diffuser effects of the draft tube downstream of the runner, destabilizing at all 

flow rates. The second is the effect of swirl due to upstream flow rate fluctuations 

destabilizing/stabilizing at part load/over load. If we combine these effects, the 

instability should occur at part load, although we wanted to explain the instability at 



over load. Dr. Peter Doerfler of ANDRITZ pointed out in an IAHR meeting in 2009, that 

the effect of delay is important in the swirl effects. Combined with our theory, it 

explains the overload surge very conveniently. So, we gave a joint lecture at the WIMRC 

3rd International Cavitation Forum 2011, held at University of Warwick in 2011, 

organized by Prof. Li. 

Since then, EPFL invited me from time to time as a referee in their Ph.D examination. 

In one of such visits, I had an opportunity to discuss with Dr. Philippe Dupont of Sulzer 

Pumps, a graduate of EPFL and also an examiner, about the problem of rotor stator 

interaction. In 1997, he showed me around EPFL on my first visit during my stay at 

Grenoble. Since it was extensively studied by Mr. Tanaka on hydroturbines, I sent a 

mail from EPFL to him to ask about details. On this occasion, Mr. Tanaka introduced 

me an interesting problem of phase resonance. He has found that a high amplitude 

pressure oscillation occurs when the rotational speed of interaction mode agrees with 

the velocity of sound. Since the rotational speed of the vacuum cleaner compressor is 

very high and the sound velocity in air is much smaller than that in water, we carried 

out tests with a vacuum cleaner. It was just lucky that the numbers of the rotor and 

stator blades are favorable, and we could simulate the problem in hydro-turbines with a 

vacuum cleaner experiments, and develop a one-dimensional theory for it. Since Dr. 

Doerfler had made extensive research also on this problem, we asked him to get 

involved in this problem. 

 

International Joint Projects 

  Soon after the development of the 1-D analytical model of rotating cavitation, Prof. 

Miyake kindly gave me an opportunity to present the results at an ASME-JSME Fluids 

engineering meeting in 1995. Listening to the talk, Professor Rene Van den 

Braembusshe of von Karman Institute invited me as a lecturer in a Lecture Series of 

von Karman Institute in 1996 (and also in 2006). Prof. Katz was also there as a lecturer 

and we enjoyed a good time in Brussels. Prof. Katz later appointed me as an associate 

editor of ASME Journal of Fluids Engineering in 2000-2006, while he served as the chief 

editor. Prof. Van den Braembusshe kindly talked to CNES to solicit audience to the 

lecture. Then, Dr. Michel Ponds of CNES kindly arranged a lecture at University of 

Grenoble, where they were starting cavitation tests of their turbopump inducer. What 

impressed me was that he said “The direct issue is to increase the reliability of ARIANE 

rocket but on the top of that we want to understand correctly what is occurring.” In 

1997, Prof. Jean-Pierre Franc of University of Grenoble kindly arranged my stay at 

Grenoble for two months. Since they were interested in more fundamental issues, we 



carried out the stability analysis of a cavitating flow around a hydrofoil. We found that 

the cavitating flow becomes unstable when the cavity length exceeds 75% of the 

chordlength caused by the negative compliance of the cavity, while we do have a 

damping oscillation for shorter cavities. This instability looks to occurring in a pump 

with low solidity and we are now confirming it. During the stay, Prof. Jean-Pierre Franc 

kindly introduced me to the people at SEP manufacturing the engines for ARIANE 

rockets. They sent two students for the cavitation study and additional two for the 

rotordynamics study after they merged with SNECMA. 

  I brought back several plum seeds of a tree in the campus of University of Grenoble 

and planted them in our campus. It took several years before they gave fruits but I am 

planting the third generation trees. They will be a good memory of our cooperation. 

  Dr. Adiel Guinzburg of Boeing, who got Ph.D from Prof. Acosta and Prof. Brennen on 

rotordynamic problems worked for Rocketdyne. She visited us in 2001 while she was at 

Keio University as a part of her MBA course at UCLA. We discussed about the 

cavitation instabilities and she reported it to her colleague Dr. Maria Subbaramann at 

Rocketdyne perhaps with nice comments. We started a joint research in 2008 in which 

we test here at Osaka the inducers designed and manufactured by Rocketdyne and 

evaluate the results on tele-conference. So far we have tested four designs including one 

without any instability. Although Dr. Subbaramann moved to Aerojet Corporation and 

another strong thruster of the cooperation Dr. Sen Meng to Space X, we are still keeping 

the joint research with Rocketdyne with Mr. Kevin Lunde as the head of the project. 

  Prof. Luca d’Agostino of University of Pisa built a test facility capable of both rotor 

dynamic force measurements and cavitation tests of inducers, with starting a research 

company outside the university. He is very active also in education and started the 

Europian Master Course in Aerospace Engineering. We sent two of our students to the 

course and they returned as well motivated engineers after getting the degree. He 

kindly invited me as a lecturer in the course and enjoyed the stay at Pisa. In 2005, he 

also organized a CISM course on fluid dynamics and cavitation and cavitating 

turbopumps at Udine, Italy. On that occasion I enjoyed Venice with Prof. Brennen. He 

succeeded to get participants also from Eastern Europe. Pisa is now my hometown in 

Italy. 

 

International Meetings 

  Professor Junichi Kurokawa of Yokohama National University and Prof. Koji 

Kikuyama of Nagoya University organized a research group of turbomachinery in 

JSME and TSJ and kindly included me as a member of the group. They recommended 



me to apply for the US-Japan Seminar jointly sponsored by NSF and JSPS. It was lucky 

that we could succeed in getting funding with Prof. Katz as the representative from US 

side and Prof. Acosta as an advisor, with the title “Abnormal phenomena in 

Turbopumps”. We had a panel discussion on cooperation chaired by Prof. Acosta and 

Prof. Ohashi. I remember that Prof. Roger Arndt of University of Minnesota, once 

served as a director of NSF, suggested that having something to offer is important for 

cooperation. Later he sent a student to our laboratory and we could publish an 

interesting paper on the transitional cavity oscillation. Dr. Paul Cooper of 

Ingersoll-Dresser at that time and now Flowserve, discussed with Prof. Acosta and 

myself about the favorable effects of leading edge sweep on cavitation. Prof. Acosta 

developed equation from the discussions that nicely explains our experimental results. 

  I was asked to organize the 9th International Symposium on Rotating Machinery in 

2002, by a friend of Prof. Imaichi, Prof. Wen-Jei Yang of University of Michigan. Since 

E-mails are available at this time, I decided to organize the meeting without having any 

special committees. Instead, I asked major people to freely organize sessions in the 

fields of their expertise. The problem was that the meeting is held at Hawaii but the 

registration fee needs to be collected in Yen in Japan. Due to the 9.11 attacks in 2001, 

the exchange rate was fluctuating largely. Due to the efforts of the organizers, we could 

have around 250 participants and successfully finish the meeting. The dress code was to 

wear the Aloha shirts we provided in place of a proceeding bag. I was happy to find the 

people in the Aloha shirts also at Diamond Head! We had a panel discussion on inducers. 

Professor Acosta recommended to publish the discussions in the panel. Dr. Thomas 

Zoladz of NASA kindly helped me in preparing the manuscript from the audio record. 

  In 2003, the Fifth International Symposium on Cavitation was held in Osaka. This 

symposium was started in 1986 at Sendai organized by Tohoku University, where Prof. 

Acosta gave an invited talk. At that time I was not involved in cavitation study but Prof. 

Acosta recommended me to attend the meeting so that he could introduce me to the key 

persons in cavitation research, including Prof. Blaine Parkin at Penn State university. I 

am still wondering how he could predict that I would be involved in the field in the 

future. We organized the symposium jointly chaired with Prof. Yoichiro Matsumoto of 

University of Tokyo and Prof. Toshiaki Ikohagi of Tohoku University, focusing on the 

new applications of cavitation. With this focus, we could succeed in getting the financial 

support of the Ministry of Education for inviting key persons. Since the purpose of the 

meeting is to encourage discussions, we put all the accepted papers on the web in 

advance, so that anyone can read the papers and make discussions with the authors. 

The papers are still available from http://flow.me.es.osaka-u.ac.jp/cav2003/index.html. 



With this arrangement, we had almost no no-show. 

 

International Journal of Fluid Machinery and Systems 

  In 1997, Prof. Kang-Rae Cho kindly invited me to give a talk in the Fluid Machinery 

Research and Development Association (this is now Korean Fluid Machinery 

Association, KFMA). Professor Cho started this association for thanking the Korean 

engineering community who warmly accepted him born in Japan and educated in Japan. 

The chairman of the association had been transferred from him to Professor 

Shin-Hyoung Kang of Seoul National University, whom I first met at Dr. Yu-Tai Lee’s 

home in Washington D.C.. They were also starting a research on turbopump inducers 

and invited me several times since then. After the 9th Asian International Conference on 

Fluid Machinery, Professor Kwang-Yong Kim of Inha University proposed to start a new 

English journal under the cooperation of KFMA and TSJ. Since TSJ had no English 

journal and both KFMA and Prof. Kim are reliable, I transferred the offer to Prof. 

Junich Kurokawa, the president of TSJ at that time. He instantly agreed with the offer 

and asked me to proceed for the publication. Since TSJ www.turbo-so.jp/ had no 

economical allowance and the man power for it, we decided to make use of an electronic 

publication framework J-Stage offered by Japan Science and Technology Agency. KFMA 

kindly offered to have the office of the journal in KFMA:www.kfma.or.kr/. We could 

easily come to the agreement of the name of the journal, International Journal of Fluid 

Machinery and Systems (IJFMS, http://ijfms.org, 

https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/browse/ijfms ). After starting the journal, we could easily 

obtain the co-sponsorship of Chinese Society of Engineering Thermophysics (CSET,  

http://english.iet.cas.cn/sj/csoet/200905/t20090521_4074.html ), by talking to Prof.Wu, 

and IAHR Section on Hydraulic Machinery and Systems (IAHR, 

http://www.iahr.net/site/about/organisation/technical/div_1/Committee_on_Hydrau

lic_Machinery_and_Systems_.htm) by talking to Professor Avellan. KFMA is now 

making great efforts to get the journal listed in the Scientific Citation Index. 

 

Towards the Future 

   I recently read a book written by Dr. Yukio Otsuki, who successfully started both the 

motorbike and the gas turbine businesses in Kawasaki Heavy Industries. He set high 

levels of targets for their products with new challenges and made every effort by 

sweating to realize the targets with taking all responsibilities. As for me, most of the 

“targets” were supplied from the real world as “opportunities” as described above. 

Although not mentioned, all of the works were made by good students and colleagues by 



sweating and I appreciate them as well. However, I hope that they agree that I also 

“sweated” at least at an early stage of researches and took responsibilities.  

   I would like to thank all the people who kindly offered the opportunities and 

suggestions. Generally speaking, opportunities are provided equally to us. What we 

need is to “think” and “sweat” to take the opportunities. You do not need to be an “expert” 

in the field. All the needed information will be supplied by the experts in the field if you 

are ready to “think” and “sweat”. We do not need to be “elegant” in solving engineering 

problems. 

  I hope that you agree that “Engineering Science” exists also in real engineering. Good 

engineers will solve the problems when needed, based on various assumptions. These 

“assumptions” are good ”opportunities” for researchers in universities. Good researchers 

in universities will enjoy to solve the problems by “thinking” and “sweating” without 

substantial funding, resulting in engineering science. So, I sincerely hope that 

engineers in industry could provide young university researchers with the 

opportunities.  

  All what we observed in our cavitating turbopump inducers have been included in the 

pioneering work of Prof. Acosta in 1958. The phase resonance in hydroturbines was 

studied first in 1929 by Den Hartog. However, (I hope) we could add something for 

better understanding with the help of advanced experimental and numerical tools. 

Although pumps and hydroturbines are extensively used in the industry, we still have 

interesting topics for new challenges with advanced tools. 

  The shift from the growth to sustainment, as well as the re-arrangements of the 

energy resources will require a lot of engineering challenges. Opportunities are there 

and I hope that young engineers and researchers would fully enjoy the opportunities in 

the real world. 


